San Pietro Di Feletto
and its surroundings
Sport and Nature

Asolo Golf Club

Golf Club
Villa Condulmer

Golf Club Cansiglio
In a kind and professional
atmosphere you will find,
besides a golf course with 27
holes, the Club House with the
restaurant “28ª Buca”, an
American bar, 2 tennis courts,
a soccer field and the golf
school “RET Golf Team”.

A natural route with 18 holes
where the roughness of the
karst terrain have been
cleverly exploited to make it
varied
and
pleasantly
challenging; a mountain camp
that according to many is one
of the most beautiful of
Europe.

The golf course is the
cornerstone of a natural
location. The 18 holes route
par 71 and 5900 meters long
was built in different times.
The first 9 holes wind through
the centuries-old trees in the
park of Villa Condulmer; the
second ones were built 10
years later.

The Club House is located at
the entrance
of the
association. It offers its
members all the necessary
comforts for relaxing after the
18 holes. Within the club
makes available its clientele a
reading room, a bridge room,
dressing rooms and a wellequipped Pro-shop.

Golf Club Lignano

Naturalistic itineraries – The Prosecco Wine Route

From our favoured starting point we intersect with the Prosecco Superiore DOCG Wine Route

The main route wanted to trace the original route of the Road for its undeniable historical and cultural value.
Our tour starts in Rua di San Pietro di Feletto and its seventeenth-century cloister, and then get to San Pietro di Feletto
where rises up the beautiful church.

The next stretch of road wind until Refrontolo, whereas a short detour may lead to the charming Molinetto della Croda.

Arrived in Solighetto, we recognize the eighteenth-century Villa Brandolini. Not far, in Soligo, rises the church of Santa
Maria Nova date back to the 14th century. A short trip leads to the temple of San Gallo, on the homonymous hill, from
which you can enjoy a breath-taking panoramic view of the underlying Piave’s Valley.

Passed Farra di Soligo, we reach Col San Martino with its Medieval Torri di Credazzo and the true architectural and
artistic jewel of the church of San Virgilio.

Overstepped Santo Stefano and San Pietro di Barbozza
we arrive in Valdobbiadene, and more exactly to Villa
dei Cedri. From Valdobbiadene we continue on in the
direction of Guia.
Passed river Soligo and crossed the SP4, in
Pedeguarda you quickly reach towards Farrò, in a
location in many places new because vineyards, often
steep and craggy, open or are counterbalanced by
dense woods.

Left behind Arfanta, we head towards Tarzo an
Corbanese first, and then Cozzuolo, Carpesica,
Ogliano along a stretch of road characterized by
interesting hydraulic and agricultural works such as
the “ciglioni”.
Our tour ends across the centre of Conegliano, city that
offers the chance of a walk through the porticos of
Contrada Grande.

The Torchiato of Fregona
The Torchiato is one of the oenological treat of the region.
Fregona stretches at the foot of the forest of Cansiglio and it is made of
small sunny villages, scattered at the foot of Monte Pizzoc.

Fregona is well-known for its typical products of the surrounding
mountain and for the fine production of the Torchiato DOCG. Interesting
are the graceful Villa Salvador, the original bell tower of the church,
Villa Troyer, and finally the striking and spectacular Grotte del
Caglieron.

History and Culture between Serravalle and Follina
The itinerary is dedicated to visiting some of the most significant architectural
heritage of the area.
It starts from Conegliano and its castle, then touching Rua di San Pietro di Feletto,
with its Romanesque church, and then we head towards the Molinetto della Croda
Refrontolo. You go up to Rolle and Farrò to dive back towards Follina where you
can not miss a visit to the extraordinary Cistercian Abbey with the lovely cloister, the
Monastery and the Basilica.

Going eastward from Follina we meet the imposing Castle of the Brandolini recently carefully restored. Originally this
castle was a fortification used for the control of Valmarena and Praderadego. In the ‘500s has been remodeled and
transformed from the original style in the Venetian Renaissance style and in ‘700s was further expanded. The Castle of
the Brandolini dominates the attractive village of Cison Valmarino.

Under the terms of architecture, worthy of note in Cison are also the
church of San Martino, San Vito, San Francesco, San Silvestro, San
Gottardo, the Church, and finally the church of Beata Vergine delle
Grazie, built in memory of the fallen of the First World War.

Further down the Vallata, we find villages that have retained traditional traits
and architectures, such as Tovena, Santa Maria and Revine, until you reach
the town of Vittorio Veneto.

The "City of Victory" closely links its name to the end of the Great War. But if
the current city was born 22nd November 1866, the history of the two centers,
which have given life by their union in Vittorio Veneto, has deeper roots.

Serravalle was defined in the '500 little Florence in the Veneto region and is undoubtedly one of the most historic towns rich
in historical and artistic documents of Veneto. Piazza Flaminio summarizes the history and characteristics of the place,
remembering a "Venetian square" onto which the buildings of the old aristocratic families.
The center of Ceneda is instead dominated by the imposing presence of the Castle of S. Martin, but the center is still
represented by Piazza John Paul I, where the Cathedral and the beautiful building called Loggia of Ceneda. Near there we
find also the Park of Villa Papadopoli..

Near Vittorio Veneto there are several artistic and environmental sites
worthy of note, in particular the springs of Meschio.

Returning to Follina, heading west, we intersect Miane and Combai, famous
for chestnuts, before rejoining in Guia to the main ring of the Wine Road.

The feud of Collalto
This last path, also on foot, crosses the territory of the ancient feud of the Lords of Collalto, whose heart is made up
of the Castle of Susegana and that not far from of Collalto.
The Castle of Susegana, or of San Salvatore dates back to the fourteenth century, remodeled in the sixteenth century,
is considered one of the largest fortified systems of Italy occupying the entire top of the hill.
The Castle of Collalto, however, was built in 1110 by Ensedisio I. Currently there are only the ruins that represent
what remains of one of the oldest possessions of the Counts of Collalto.
Along the ring, are very interersting also the land division, the urban layout, and the infrastructures preserved in the
estate of the Collalto respecting the traditional system.

Naturalistic itineraries- Bicycle
Here are some paths for all pedals, from the flatter, especially suitable for families and nature lovers, to the more
inaccessible.
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Naturalistic itineraries– Mountain Bike
The Marca is now known as the natural arena for all bikers, here in fact are held two races of circuits d’elite:
“Coppa Veneto MTB" and “Sui sentieri della Grande Guerra", among which the beautiful circuit of Montello.
Also, do not miss the many cross country trails and spectacular downhill, all in areas from chills.

Naturalistic itineraries– Trekking
Gaze out and then get lost in the majesty of the Dolomites. This is trekking Alta Via TV1: 123 km of development
along the ridge line that goes to Monte Grappa in the west to the upland of Cansiglio in the east.
Traces of the Great War, flavors of pasture, ancient Roman and medieval remains. All this in a high street, thanks
to its location, can be walked from March to November without encountering snow.

Hotel VilladelPoggio

Panoramic Resort in the Prosecco Wine Region
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